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Abstract 
Known about human activity and human action, many categories of human activities were 

performed by the people from morning to evening. In recent, monitoring of persons activity 

are possible by the mostly use of modern available Kinetic, magnetic, accelerometer and 

gyroscope sensor device with GPS and vision based technology. Many researchers are using 

with this kind of embedded sensor oriented devices to recognize persons activities 

incorporate with artificial intelligence, ML and NN approaches in the field to developed 

human activity identification  system. In this study we proposed modified natural neural 

network (NNN). The aim of this article is to classify and calculate the accuracy of six human 

activities using proposed ensemble model. Furthermore, we obtained better results against 

existing available results. The novelty of the work is to achieve faster the execution process, 

reduce the time consuming and   time complexity. 
 

Keyword: Activity, Accelerometer, Gyroscope, Artificial intelligence, Machine learning,  

NNN. 
 

1. Introduction 
 

Human activity recognition has become very thrust area in the field of research. There is a 

process to recognize the individual activity such as fast running, jogging, walking, climbing 

stair up or going down automatically. Recent survey has shown that number of elder’s ratio is 

going to increase by 2060 over the world. This will result number of elders living alone in 

home and will need intensive care by the family. It will enlarge great challenges for 

government to design suitable and well health policy for old persons as possible as updates its 

technology to help elder person for caring that type of disabled people. Word will need such 

applications which could take care of elders and provide a better help during doing daily 

activities [1]. We have enlarged the business aspects to provide suitable and necessary 

suggestions to the healthy people. Human action identification is extremely utilized in 

computer science field as to visualization of various pictures; activities must be recorded with 

carefully for the preparation of dataset. Human Skelton data is being recorded and deep 

learning models are applied on this and to detect human activity using image based technique 

[2]. There are varieties of domains to identify human activities. A brief summary is given 

below [1].  
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Deep learning and computer vision approaches to identify human physical activity- 

i. Using machine learning and sensory data 

ii. Using wearable sensors and deep learning approaches 

iii. Using image processing concept with sensors data 

iv. RFID approach to detect activity using machine learning 

 

1.1 Sensor 

Sensors are broadly used in our living places like offices, homes, cars etc. They make our 

life easier by turning light on, adjusting temperature of room, identifying smoke, alarming 

buzzer in risky area, making delicious food, opening doors etc. All automated work is being 

performed due to sensors. Sensor takes input of physical thing and converts it into output 

signals form. There are numerous types of sensor in market; each is made to perform its own 

task. 

1.2 Classification of Sensor 

There is different kind of classification of sensors done by authors and expert in this domain in time to time. 

Classification is done based on detection or conversion property or signal property. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Classification of Sensor 
 

1.3 Human Activity Recognition (HAR) [4] 
 

Human action is the procedure of identifying particular activity among many activities. It 

is also known to classify particular activity among multiple activities. Some authors says that 

it is the process of predicting of individual activity such as fast running, normal walking, 

jogging etc in daily routine. 

 

1.4 Different Approaches Used in HAR [5] 

Human activity recognition is very thrust area in AI and ML engineering due to low cost 

of sensor technology. HAR is being used in multiple domains due to its large applications 

,Different approaches of sensory datasets has already been used .This section covers all the 

approaches used in past and it covers future approaches HAR, its changing trends in future. 

Some authors have covered it using three areas namely actions based, motion based and 
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interaction based human activity recognition. Generally it has been classified into three types 

called vision based, sensor based and device free environmental based approach. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Classification approaches of Human Activity Recognition 
 

 

i. Video Based HAR [6] 

In this approach, activity is identified in given video frames. Human action identification 

utilizing video approach, computer vision algorithms and image processing concept for 

segmentation and video framing. There is mainly single subject activity recognition, multiple 

people based particular human activity recognition and crowd based activity with abnormal 

activity recognition. This domain has it applications in surveillances’ and entertainment 

world. Objects segmentation followed by feature extraction with classification techniques is 

the key components of this approach. 
 

 
 

 

Figure 3.  Basic Diagram of Video based Human Activity Recognition 
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ii. Sensor Based HAR [7] 
 

Embedded sensor system is using on human body for recording or capturing the dataset 

and track the activity of human. Considering the various issues are to handle many complex 

activities with the use of high intensity cameras to track the high quality images of human 

objects. Besides, sensor system provides an advantage which is portable device that is easily 

bounded on object. Thanks to modern technology which is provide IOT and sensor based 

devices  such as phones, watches, goggles, and no portable objects like cars, walls, and 

furniture. Sensors are widely embedded around us [8-10]. 
 

2. Related Work 
 

 

Recognition is frequently accomplished [11] on open air data with uncontrolled 

brightening and a good ways off when other biometrics couldn't be utilized. Authors have 

shown how this position has been accomplished, covering most ways to deal with 

identification by walk and subsequently the information bases on which execution has been 

assessed. They have depicted the setting of these methodologies demonstrate the way that 

recognition by walk can be accomplished and how current cutoff points on execution are 

perceived [12] [13]. 

Authors [14] have done Meta examination of various survey papers about its biasness. 

Result shows those 11% research articles were tracked down one-sided in nature. This study 

provides further conversation of equilibrium number of records in human activities datasets. 

If we have any desire to obtain quality outcomes then movements of every kind should be in 

appropriate equilibrium numbers. 

Author [15] has evolved a new  approach  such as general tensor discriminant analysis 

(GDTA) for preprocessing part in place of 2D-LDA.They have used human gait to validate 

their proposed method ,GobarD,GobarS and GobarDS were used for image decomposition 

[16] .Proposed approach had shown excellent and improved results. 

Human identification strategy [17] upheld wave change is arranged. Abuse Chinese 

Academy of Sciences (CASIA), the arranged strategy is assessed and is contrasted with the 

quality HG recognition procedure while not using wave change. The ways model based and 

model freeways are tried for the planned HG recognition. 2nd separate wave remodel 

(DWT), and 2nd lifting wave remodel (LWT) level one decomposition is options within the 

planned HG recognition technique. HAAR base perform of wave transformation is 

additionally used for feature extraction within the planned technique. Experimental results 

with CASIA information vary chromosome improvement in terms of correct classification 

performance compared to the quality technique.  

Author [18] has examined what plan of sensors means for its information assortment 

quality and precision. Four exercises were perceived to be specific hear rate, breathing rate, 

hand signal acknowledgment and gulping observing and stride investigation. It is inferred 

that plan and circuit of sensor influences information catching quality and exactness. 

Human Activity Recognition [19] is one among the dynamic examination regions in PC 

vision for different settings like security observation, medical services and human PC 
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connection. The survey covers three area of detecting advancements in particular RGB 

cameras, profundity sensors and wearable gadgets. It additionally examines on the upsides 

and downsides of the referenced detecting advancements. The discoveries showed that RGB 

cameras have lower notoriety in contrast with profundity sensors and wearable gadgets in 

HAR research. 

Deep learning [20] is one among all the progressive methodologies for perceiving human 

exercises equipped for accomplishing exceptional outcomes and beating other "non-deep" art 

of the states strategies by successfully using the picture structure in lessening the hunt space 

of the preparation model. This paper are catching a depiction of latest things in movement 

acknowledgment with profound learning models. They likewise inspected the benefits, bad 

marks, productivity of spearheading profound learning models getting utilized for action 

recognition. 

The target of action recognition [21] is to see information designs inside the succession of 

pictures of a particular demonstration video. A few uses of act acknowledgment incorporate 

observation frameworks, clinical diagnostics, sports video information investigation, 

correspondence among individuals and electronic contraptions. Creators have inspected 

different systems of act acknowledgment proposed by different analysts inside the new years. 

The systems are upheld different standards of conduct and have extraction components. A 

cautious assessment of the transparently accessible standard datasets for action 

acknowledgment is finished. 

Author has focused on employing a Kinect sensor [22] for extricating   gait   pattern   to   

be   used for the method of gait patterns recognition. A group of triangles are created 

supported 20 points, which have provided by static Kinect sensor. Linear Discriminant 

Classifier (LDC) and k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) methods are utilized separately to check 

the measuring parameters of the proposed approach. 

In spite of progressing endeavors in the field, try consideration [23] is in any case an 

extreme task in unlimited environmental elements and countenances many difficulties. In this 

research paper, we are zeroing in on some most recent query papers on a scope of strategies 

of activity acknowledgment. The work comprises of three popular strategies of perceiving 

movement, explicitly vision-based (utilizing present assessment), wearable gadgets, and cell 

phone sensors. We will moreover discuss a few experts and cons of the above applied 

sciences and take a view on a speedy assessment between their exactness. The discoveries 

will moreover display how the vision-based strategy is transforming into a popular technique 

for HAR query nowadays 

Paper [24] did a total finds out about of current procedures of human undertaking 

cognizance and proposed a various leveled scientific classification for ordering these 

strategies. Creator reviewed stand-out approaches, which had been classified into two wide 

classes (single modal and multimodal) in understanding to the stock channel everything 

about processes select to secure human exercises. 

Right off the bat, Authors [25] have amassed the extraordinary sensor measurements by 

utilizing preprocessing, by utilizing smoothing and denoising; then, the capability will be 

picked and separated with the guide of time-recurrence area strategy. Furthermore, H-LSTM 

is used to the grouping of these exercises. Three public UCI datasets are utilized to conduct 
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reenactment with the attention to the modernized extraction of trademark vectors and 

characterization of yielding mindfulness results. 

 

3. Proposed Methodology 
 

Hyper tuning is very important to get best and fit model for ML and DL techniques [26-

30]. We have shown a basic approach to train and test model. Main part of this work is as 

follows 

i. To address the importance of data preprocessing and feature extraction. 

ii. To address hyper tuning impact on getting normalized neural network [31]. 

iii. To upgrade the accuracy of model to predict human activities. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Basic Diagram of proposed methodology 
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 We have used convolutional neural network (CNN) to improve the result with the help of 

comparison parameters (accuracy, precision, recall and F1_Score) [31-34]. 

 

Figure 5. Proposed Model for Human activity recognition 
 

 

4. Result and Discussion 

 

Activity Count- This tell about number of different data used in dataset .It helps to 

identify imbalance data .For better result in neural network, we should have balance data. 
 

 

 

Figure 6. Activity count chart of dataset 
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Figure 7. Comparative bar diagram of base and proposed model 

 

 

Table 1.Table of comparative parameters 
 

Comparative Parameters 

Approach Work Accuracy Precision Recall F1_score 

LSTM+RNN Base 91.652% 91.762% 91.652% 91.643% 

Normalized ANN Proposed 98% 95% 94% 94% 

Confusion matrix is providing the way of result to predict the true positive, true negative, 

false positive and false negative which is shown in figure 8. In figure 8 represent the diagonal 

higher values that the level of prediction excellent result. 
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Figure 8. Confusion matrix diagram 

 

 

 

5. Conclusion and future dimensions 
 

The objective of this paper is to classification of human activities and to show the good 

outcomes of the estimated experiments by the use of different machine learning and neural 

network classifiers. When we saw the final result, it was seen that the achieved model 

accuracy is better than the previously evaluated results. The performance of the proposed 

method with the measuring parameters such as precision, recall, F1 score and overall average 

accuracy of training and testing procedure achieved 94% to 98% respectively. All the 

evaluation performed on the published Dataset which is available in Kaggle repository 

(https://www.kaggle.com/uciml/human-activity-recognition-with-smartphones).  

Our technique, computational model obtained better result comparative to existing 

methods. There are large amount of plenty of work need to enhance the accuracy of human 

activity recognition. As per future dimension, we will plan to continue our own recorded 

dataset that is created from various people with including more and more complex activities. 
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